One of the important issues of energy policy the EU and Ukraine is the economical use of energy. An effective way to provide temperature conditions in production facilities is the use of infrared heaters. The main advantage of them is that they heat only the areas where heating is required. The purpose of the publication was mathematical modeling of heat regime formation in the irradiation area of infrared heater, which was designed the graphics dependence on the results of study. The results of mathematical studies were done concerning the determination of the intensity of radiation surface by the infrared heaters depending on surface temperature radiant heater, outside air temperature, air temperature and floor area. For analytical studies were used MATCAD 15.01. packages.
INTRODUCTION
On this time in Ukraine plenty of energy resources are spent for heating of productive and agricultural apartments. It is related to that these apartments of large volumes, in connection with what considerable resources spend indemnification of heat lost and providing of technological processes. These moments substantially complicate the engineering, technical and scientific aspects of decision of problems warm providing industrial apartments. It explains circumstance that on this time only all-round reasonable conception and methodology of development of the systems are absent warm providing of productive complexes with the use of the energy effective heating systems.
The effective heating systems of high production premises are systems based on the use of electric infrared heaters. The main advantage of them consists in the heating only the areas where it is required. As a result, the use of such heating systems warms only the certain surfaces and objects. Thus, we can achieve the desired thermal condition in different areas or in individual workplaces [1] [2] [3] . However, the use of radiation heating system the meaning of radiant energy distribution on the surface is uniform. Therefore, the task is to ensure uniform distribution of heating system on all area of workplace.
The purpose of the publication was development of research setting based on the infrared heater for the study of the intensity of radiation surfaces, which was designed the graphics dependence on the results of study.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
For providing an analytical research of temperature conditions on working surface of production facilities a simplified model of heat flow has developed (Fig. 1) . It displays a direction of heat flow and their interaction with heat sources. Operating the thermal parameters it can be possible to develop heat balance in the staying zone with further definition of temperature regime. Thermal balance will take the following form:
where: Thermal conductivity through the floor determined as follows:
where: Heat transfer from floor to air is determined as:
where: 
where:
( ) The value of the effective heat transfer coefficients is defined as the sum of the coefficients of convective and radiative heat transfer:
Heat transfer from the infrared heater to the air is equal to:
where: α ir [W/(m 2 ·K)] -heat transfer coefficient from the screen of infrared radiator to the air;
-the surface area of the screen of infrared emitter.
Heat transfer from the air to the floor is calculated:
Heat transfer through the floor is given by the following formula:
where k [W/(m 2 ·K)] -coefficient of heat transfer through the floor, is determined by:
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To simulate the thermal interactions of radiation area graph theory is proposed. This zone is represented as a system of heat capacities between elements of which heat exchange is happen and it interacting with heat sources of (Fig. 2) [1-3] . In the investigated area are marked thermal capacity: Air (Pov) and floor (Pidl) of production facilities. For technological areas heat sources are: Infrared heater (Q іr ); Environment (Q z ) that appear as peaks (V 1 ) of the graph (G 1 ). Heat flows indoors, corresponding to heat transfer between і-heat source and thermal capacities shown on the graph as edges (E 1 ), which connect the top.
Thus, the set vertices of a graph is:
a plurality of edges:
For thermal capacities included in the graph as vertices, number of edges is:
Matrix intsydentsiy M 1 for graph G 1 , which lines correspond to peaks (thermal capacity), and columns -edges (heat flux) is as follows (Table 1) : Table 1 .
So intsydentsiy matrix is a binary matrix whose elements are equal to 0 or 1. From an algorithmic perspective matrix is probably the worst way to image graph. First, this method requires m and n memory cells (m-column, n-lines), most of these cells are occupied by zeros and secondly, access to the information is inconvenient [4, 5] .
In accordance expanded matrix of heat sources display will be:
where: Q i-y -the elements of the matrix corresponding to the heat capacity and capacity y; Q -column element of heat source that corresponds to the heat of these sources in the capacity in line of which they placement.
Thus, the system of equations for thermal capacity of floor (Pidl) looks like: 
The system of balance equations for heat capacity of air (Ppov) becomes:
We assume that the heat capacity (Pidl) temperature is lower than the temperature of the floor. Thus, the equation of energy conservation of floor is as follows:
If the balance between heat capacities of air (Pov) and floor (Pidl) there is thermal equilibrium:
The temperature of the floor (surface) is taken as the average area of exposure F pidl . This is in magnitude bigger than temperature of the floor.
The equation of conservation of energy for air is:
From these equations defined temperature of the floor (surface) in the area of radiation F pidl : As seen from the graph, temperature regime in the radiation area directly proportional to the capacity of the heater and depends on the temperature on the surface.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper was develope research setting based on the infrared heater for the study of the intensity of radiation surfaces, which was designed the graphics dependence on the results of study. For building graphical dependence was used software packages MathCAD 15.01. Temperature regime in the radiation area directly proportional to the capacity of the heater and depends on the temperature on the surface.
